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Key Selling Points
Since the start of the global pandemic, candle-making has been one of the top crafts explored by new hobbyists
Features 20 different candle designs using a variety of methods and materials – including ice!
Surprisingly few pieces of kit are needed – make candles quickly and easily in your own kitchen
Candles are a perennial feature of the modern home and make thoughtful and practical gifts.

Description
Learn how to make beautiful, bespoke candles for you and your home in this easy-to-follow guide.

Sarah Ditchfield, founder of Candle by Events, shares her secrets for crafting 20 of her best-selling candle designs, so that you too can make both 
modern and traditional waxed creations at home – from elegantly simple taper candles to show-stopping ice pillars.

Invaluable advice is included on the essential materials and tools you'll need to get started, along with handy measuring and heating charts. Every 
candle project is accompanied by simple instructions, step-by-step photographs and a gorgeous finished picture. There's even a chapter on how 
to decorate and package your candles if you'd like to give them away as thoughtful, hand-crafted gifts. 

If you are looking for a craft that you can truly immerse yourself in, and one that's perfect for the beginner candlemaker looking for professional 
results, this is the book for you.

This is a revitalized edition of Making Candles: Create 20 decorative candles to keep or to give (2017).

About the Author
Sarah Ditchfield's candle-making journey started after her husband bought her a candle-making kit one Christmas. She developed her skills and 
began to experiment with different types of waxes, dyes and fragrances. Sarah sold many of her initial creations to independent shops, hotels 
and restaurants.

In 2012, Sarah launched her company, Candle by Events, which runs candle-making workshops for individuals and organizations. Her company 
runs corporate events, parties and family fun days at locations across the UK. Candle by Events also produces kits and runs live online
candle-making workshops.

For more information about Sarah, Candle by Events and her candle-making workshops, visit her website: www.candlebyevents.co.uk.
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